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Mysterious Labyrinth: a woodcarving
Introduction
On 11th December 2016 I presented my woodcarving, a ‘finger-labyrinth’, to M.A.
lecturers, associates and peers using PowerPoint slides (Appendix 1), audience
discussion and experience of the piece which I passed around. This presentation
chronologically followed the creative process where I had purposely sought to
experience intuitive and kinaesthetic learning before undertaking empirical research
on the labyrinth. Later research corroborated thoughts that surfaced during the
creative stage. Throughout the presentation I found myself, a lecturer, to be
unusually nervous, possibly because I was presenting my own work and personal
thoughts.

Consequently my delivery did not flow as well as I would have wished.

Audience participation sections were most enjoyable for me. Feedback was
appreciative and enthusiastic reflecting interest in the content. (Appendix 2)
A simple ‘VARK’ questionnaire1 (VARK-learn, 2017), from a model developed by
educators Neil Fleming and Coleen Mills (1992, pp.137-143), shows my personal
learning preference to be ‘read/write’ and favouring ‘kinaesthetic’ learning over
‘visual’ and ‘aural’. Naturally combining cognitive learning with intuition, I identify
strongly with Rosemary Anderson’s description of the intuitive researcher:
She cannot stop thinking about the topic. Almost everything seems to
remind her of it in some way. As the yearning forms to understand the
topic fully, she begins to explore accounts of others who are informed
about the topic. Everything related to the topic has meaning and
significance, drawing the intuitive enquirer closer to an understanding.
She yearns to know more and more. Named or unnamed, conscious
or unconscious, an intuitive inquiry has begun. (Anderson and Braud,
2011, p.15)
On this M.A. course I have self-observed the use of intuition as a form of learning,
including paying attention to dreams connected to research topics and recording
thoughts on waking thus fetching ideas from ‘unconscious’ mind. ‘Doing research
while being consciously aware of our intuitive processes’ (Anderson and Braud,

1

My scores were: Read/Write 7, Kinaesthetic 4, Visual 3, and Aural 2.
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1998, p.70) provides further cognitive knowledge about a natural process in both
learning and teaching by locating it within the theories of intuitive and heuristic
research plus transformative learning.
In this review I recount my experiential learning thoughts and notes in a

script font to

distinguish them from later reflection and empirical research with which I hope to
synthesise them.

My inspiration
Learning is my life passion, much of my recreational learning arising from a desire to
maintain a creative balance with a career that has been in information technology
and latterly lecturing in business management.

In 2015 I attended a one-day

woodcarving course learning the basics of the craft. Having a lifelong love of trees
and wood, the smell of sawdust is evocative of my childhood as the daughter of a
carpenter. The idea of carving a finger-labyrinth in the classical 7-circuit style kept
re-surfacing in my consciousness.
creative project?

But would this provide sufficient scope for a

Although simple in style, this carving was to present unforeseen

challenges.
‘Rather than choosing a topic, the researcher is selecting one that repeatedly attracts
her or his attention.’ (Anderson and Braud, 1998, p.89) On reflection the labyrinth
appears to have been presenting itself to me for some time as I will illustrate in the
next section.

Viewing it as a Jungian archetype2 (a universal symbol over space

and time) within the collective unconscious3 I became curious about its use and
meaning. Nigel Pennick (1994, p.13) describes the labyrinth as ‘...perhaps the most
complex of all the symbols which have been used by human beings.’ Surviving in
artefacts, I felt it might represent something transcendent which the ancients wished
to pass on.

2

Archetype – ‘a content of the collective unconscious which is the psychological counterpart of instinct. Also loosely used to
designate a collective image or symbol.’ (Fordham, 1990, p.146) In the glossary to Jung’s autobiography - ‘definite motifs
which crop up everywhere.’ (Jung, 1989, p.p.392-393)
3

Collective unconscious – ‘the part of the psyche that retains and transmits the common psychological inheritance of mankind.’
(Jung et.al., 1964, p.107)
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The Labyrinth
The words ‘maze’ and ‘labyrinth’ are often used interchangeably as reflected in
dictionary4 definitions.

However, labyrinths, walked for meditation, are usually

unicursal, having only one path from entrance to centre and back out whereas
mazes are considered to be puzzles with dead-ends. (Labyrinthos, 2017) A finger
labyrinth is designed to be traced with the finger instead of walked.
My first awareness of the labyrinth may have been on a holiday to Crete in the 1980s
when I visited the ancient city of Knossos. Minos, king of Crete, commissioned a
labyrinth to confine the mythical Minotaur which fed on his people. If the labyrinth
were physical, it would have been a complex structure with high walls where people
lost their way.
Ancient coins found at Knossos (Figure 1), however,
depict the unicursal image that has come to be known
as a classical labyrinth.
Figure 1

Patrick Harpur sees the labyrinth as uniting man with the gods, the Minotaur being a
spirit of this unity.
...Minotaur, half man and half bull (-god) - a daimonic creature, in
other words.... The labyrinth is an image of soul. It is both
an imaginative and technical structure, built like a shrine to
accommodate a daimon.... we also see in the labyrinth a recognition
of the soul's connection with death. (Harpur, 1995, p.194)
Vernacular use of the word labyrinth refers to a place where one can become lost
and confused, often with negative connotations. Carl Jung said of his ‘voluntary
confrontation with the unconscious’: ‘Only by extreme effort was I finally able to
escape from the labyrinth.’ (Jung, 1989, p.178)

4

Labyrinth dictionary definitions – ‘a confusing set of connecting passages or paths in which it is easy to get lost’ (Cambridge
Dictionary, 2017) and ‘A complicated irregular network of passages or paths in which it is difficult to find one's way; a maze’
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2017)
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Following a winding unicursal path one cannot
get physically lost but may become cognitively
confused. The ‘Saffron Walden Town Maze’,
is a medieval Christian style turf-labyrinth.
There is mystery as to when it was first cut or
why (Figure 2). Recently walking its narrow
path (Figures 3), I found concentration was
needed to remain physically balanced. After

Figure 2

some time, wondering how far I was from the
centre and concluding it was impossible to tell, acceptance
of

temporary

cognitive

ineptitude

was

necessary.

Experiencing ‘a place outside of time and space’, not
knowing how long I had been walking or how long more I
would and losing all sense of orientation and position,
reaching the centre eventually surprised me. Having stood

Figures 3.1 and 3.2

awhile on the central raised mound I returned via the same
path and was similarly surprised by the exit. I had become
cognitively ‘lost in the labyrinth’. Having traced the path of
my own carving numerous times both in its creation and use
I still experience the same surprise at reaching both the
centre and the exit, such is the disorientating effect of the labyrinth on the human
brain.

In my experience the symbol’s design can induce altered consciousness

states.
On a visit to Cornwall in 2008 I photographed
two labyrinths carved into a rock face behind an
old mill in Rocky Valley near Tintagel (Figures
4). They were labelled as ‘Bronze Age’.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2

Recently finding reference to these by historian Ronald Hutton, I discovered that
such rock carvings are ‘usually impossible to date’. (Hutton, 1999, p.107) Hutton
adds that there is no evidence that concentric circle carvings found on the British
Isles are connected with labyrinth patterns, drawing my attention to a speculative
connection between the labyrinth, carvings and circles proposed by Pennick, (1994)
6

some Scandinavian stone circles forming a labyrinth pattern. Whilst historical date
evidence is indispensable in understanding the past, its absence does not detract
from appreciating that these artefacts have had meaning for people since antiquity.
We might also speculate on connections with older spiral
carvings, thought to represent eternity, for example those
at Megalithic Newgrange which I visited in 2009 (Figure 5).
Could there be a connection between all of these artefacts
with sun-worship and with the ancient Egyptian sun
hieroglyphic - ?
Figure 5

New York artist Charles Ross’ 1970s project called ‘Energy to Image’ used a static
lens to burn a daily image of the sun’s position onto planks of wood over the course
of a year.

Interestingly, the final photographed combined image resembled the

meander pattern (Figure 6 far left).
(Pennick, 1994, pp. 29-30) We are
shown how this ‘meander’ expands
to a Classical labyrinth. (Pennick,
1994, p.17) Could the labyrinth be
a record of the path of the sun?

Figure 6

In an M.A. ‘Sacred Geometry’ workshop, given by Daniel Docherty (12 December
2015), we drew a classical labyrinth using a compass and straight-edge. A cosmic
connection can be made with the symbol5 (Figure 7).
An extract from my learning journal records a dream I
had that an M.A. essay offered a limited choice of
topics:

Expressing my concern to Daniel he explained that

the essay was about creating something physical and showed
Figure 7

me a carved coaster.

This dream, consciously forgotten

5

The cross at the centre is said to represent ‘the stable cosmic axis at the centre of the whirling heavens, symbolized by the
gyres of the labyrinth.’ (Pennick, 1994, p.97)
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when deciding on my project idea, shows any unconscious connection made
between

carving,

my

studies

and

possibly

the

labyrinth.

Attending the M.A. ‘Midsummer Festival 2016’, we walked
the labyrinth in the University ‘Priory’ gardens in a type of
dance in pairs for most of the journey, one person walking
towards the centre joining hands with another walking
outwards from the centre (Figure 8).
Figure 8

Approaching my Labyrinth
Wanting to use the logs of an old apple tree that had
been felled the previous year (Figure 9) but being unable
to slice these, one of my previously mentioned
challenges, I discovered some ready-sliced logs in a
forest

log-shop

(Figure

10).

These were initially stored in my

Figure 9

dining room.

I notice that the largest two pieces of ‘spruce’ have

a very strong smell. The smallest, I thought was also spruce,
smells slightly different. The walnut piece smells completely
different.

Figure 10

The coming to consciousness of this differentiation of smell made me

aware that it gives us knowledge that reading a book on leaf-shape, bark pattern,
flowers, colours etc. cannot. The strong smell helped me more accurately identify
three of the disks as ‘spruce-pine’ through online research, the smallest being more
seasoned. (The Wood Database, 2017)
There was some difficulty with sharpening tools
(Figure 11) and I was to learn that they require
re-sharpening

several

carving session.

times

during

each

I then found that wood

8
Figure 11

carvers will occasionally come across ‘end-grain’ but it should be avoided mostly and
the piece orientated so that one is carving with or across the grain instead.

Carving

log slices would be entirely across ‘end grain’ as I was not using planks of wood cut
lengthwise from a tree. Unable to immediately source planks of suitable wood large
enough for my project and eager to get started I decided to attempt to carve the
walnut piece.

Entering my Labyrinth

The first pass through, with a veining tool, took about an hour and made just one small line in
the wood but in the process I was beginning to learn
about this tree, sometimes crossing and sometimes running
with the ‘rings’ of its life but always working against
the ends of its grain. Would it be possible to make my
own version of a labyrinth using the natural rings of a

Figure 12

tree? For now I will work with the classic labyrinth although I feel as if I am imposing my
will on this slice of a once living tree. How can I work with it more? (Figure 12)
Only then did I remember that the walnut fruit as an example of ‘The Doctrine of
Signatures’, dating from the time of Dioscorides and Galen in the first two centuries
C.E., where the Divine is believed to have given us
signatures as to the medicinal use of plants:

The

walnut looks like a brain and has properties that are
beneficial to the brain. The labyrinth, too, resembles a
brain.

(Figure 13) Had I unconsciously made this

connection in my choice of wood?

Travelling the

Figure 13
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labyrinth we constantly change direction, possibly promoting the use of both right
and left brain hemisphere processing as described by Iain McGilchrist (2009),
supporting balance of thought and mind.

The labyrinth can also teach physical

balance. ‘Troy’ features in the names of labyrinths in Scandinavia and the British
Isles. Trojan youths practiced horseback skills by riding through a labyrinth laid out
on the ground as recorded by Virgil in the Aeneid (Hutton, 1999, pp.317-318).
On my third pass with a gouge6 I wondered if I should
take the path to the very centre of the tree. (Figure 14)
Unease about this idea seemed significant and I later
decided not to.

Figure 14

Meandering my labyrinth – thoughts and observations
During August and September 2016 I spent time most days deepening the path, the
process generating many thoughts from both my conscious and unconscious mind in
a similar way that walking does.

11th August 2016. Working on the end grain is slow
and laborious and has taught me to slow down and do a
bit each day to minimise physical pain. The wood has
started to split

(Figure 15). On an internet

woodcarving forum (Sculpture Community,
2016) discussion showed consensus of illogic
Figure 15

as to where or when wood will crack. Cracking
is caused by the carved part drying out at a

faster rate than the surface. A suggestion of covering the piece with a damp cloth
between carving sessions helped but the cracks opened up again. Applying oil later
prevented small cracks from enlarging.
6

A chisel with a ‘U’ shaped blade, as opposed to the ‘V’ shaped veining tool first used.
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Although this slice of tree trunk is dead and seasoned it can still protest against the drying
effect of carving, by cracking. A slower pace would benefit the wood.
The nature of the hardwood, its grain and its reaction, obliged me to carve slowly,
reminiscent of a ‘slowing down’ exercise I had taken part in, on this course, where
one spends time really looking at an image with the intention of seeing more, a rare
practice in today’s busy world. (Anderson and Braud, 2011, pp.179-180)
Interpreting a dream that I had given birth, I related this to the creative process. It
was as if I was ‘re-birthing’ this piece of ‘dead’ tree in a way different from the natural
transformation of returning to the soil to feed new life – a painful process for both of
us, it would seem.
The Egyptian myth of the death and rebirth of Osiris connects the labyrinth to a
mystery religion involving ritual dance, the bull, death, rebirth and fertility, believed to
have been transferred to Crete. C.N. Deedes depicts the myth as having been
ritually dramatised through dances of lamentation, protection and fertility ‘performed
by men and women ... to give vitality and strength to the newly-risen Osiris ... his
people, their crops and their herds.’ (Deedes, 1935, pp. 23-41)

Just after the start of the journey and just before the end we are nearest the centre.
This observation explained how, when walking the
‘Priory’

labyrinth

at

midsummer,

in

parallel

together, holding hands in pairs, one person could
be walking towards the centre and the other
towards the exit.

This point nearest the centre

was where we met up and parted company
(Figure 16). I still feel enchanted by how this
works. Here also emerges a caution that if one

Figure 16

were to accidently stray from the path, it would be
possible to temporarily physically lose ones way after all, by inadvertently changing
orientation.
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Vision was enough to start carving but I later needed to touch the grooves to find where
adjustments were required.

Following the earlier discovery of the smell of wood, this

was an experience of kinaesthetic learning which enhanced my usual learning style
and deepened my connection with both the wood and the process.

Today I did one pass through the labyrinth from the outside to the centre, widening the path
and trying to even up the spaces between the paths. The process involves scraping layers off.
I thought of a river slowly eroding a riverbed as each drop of water passes over it.
‘Whatever the topic, if it is compelling, its significance to the researcher, the
participants and the audience is typically revealed layer upon layer, insight upon
insight.’ (Anderson and Braud, 1998, p.87) The labyrinth itself may have layers of
meaning as the tree has layers of life from the centre outwards.
Aural learning also emerged in the form of a song, ‘Twisted Logic’ by the band
Coldplay, the chorus of which I found myself singing often, reminiscent of the
labyrinth: ‘You go backwards and then you go forwards again...’

(Berryman,

Champion, Martin and Buckland, 2005) According to Jeremy Naydler we think ‘of
our mental process under the metaphor of the sense of sight’ and ‘non-visual senses
open us up to a more emotionally and symbolically resonant world’. (Naydler, 2009,
pp.6-13) This was true for me as I interpreted the lyrics (Appendix 3) to show an
ecological need for humanity to protect our own environment.

Walking the labyrinth – its uses
The labyrinth ‘... has a remarkable distribution throughout the world, and also
through time, having been known and used from antiquity until the present day.’
(Pennick, 1994, p.13) There are different styles and shapes, some having more than
12

one entrance/exit. Recorded historic use includes:- religious ritual; dance; magic;
protection; exercise; pilgrimage; games; village festivities.
‘The first recorded labyrinth in history was built in Egypt ... (1842-1797 BCE).’
(Pennick, 1994, p.13) This was a three dimensional structure. Movement of this
concept/symbol would appear to have been from Egypt to Greece and later Rome.
The labyrinth was embraced by Christianity in the middle ages becoming popular
again in the 20th century.

Modern connections with various religions, including

Buddhism, render the labyrinth ‘...a universal figure of faith...’ (Pennick, 1994, p.133)

Could it play a role in unification of people with varying religious beliefs?
Pennick (1994, p.67) tells us of turf labyrinths, that shoemaker’s developed games
evolving into village festivals and later youths would race through these without
stumbling to win the hand of a maiden waiting at the centre. Perhaps the latter
reflects earlier fertility rites. During my labyrinth walk, described earlier, I empathised
with both the horsemen of Troy and the later running youths in my efforts to remain
physically balanced.
Labyrinths have been used as exercise areas in limited space as well as for walking
as a substitute for making pilgrimage.
Fishermen ran through bolder labyrinths, such as the ancient one at Ulmekärr,
Grebbestad, Sweden (Figure 17), to entrap
disruptive malevolent spirits before going to
sea. This protective magical use indicates a
desire to have some control within a perilous
natural environment.
Figure 17 ‘...one of the most mystical forms of ancient monument’
(West Sweden, 2017)

Modern uses of labyrinths include: - recreation for children and adults; education;
prayer; spiritual and therapeutic meditation.

‘While serious work can and does

happen on the labyrinth, most find that its meandering pathways also provide a
source for renewal and creativity.’ (Moss and Sellers, 2016. p.212)
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In 2013 London Underground commissioned artist Mark
Wallinger to create unique labyrinth art for each of its 270
stations. (Art on the Underground, 2017) These can be used
as finger-labyrinths e.g. that at Holborn (Figure 18).

Figure 18

During my presentation I passed my finger-labyrinth carving (Figure 19) around for
people to experience and we discussed labyrinth
thoughts.

Written

feedback

was

collected

(Appendix 2). Layers of meaning emerged around
themes of life, journeying inward, meditation, focus,
release, self-discovery, sanctity, ritual and creativity.
Analogies were made between the labyrinth and ‘a
snail’, the cosmos and ‘digesting’.

Detailed

exploration of these layers is, unfortunately, beyond

Figure 19

the scope of this review but I hope the reader will see connections they may wish to
meander, as I myself intend to in the future.

Four Senses Hermeneutic
Anthropologist Arthur Hocart (1935, pp.263-281) traces the meaning of myth, a
sacred story originally told through ritual, to a desire for life including protection from
the enemy. With examples from Greece, India, Fiji and North America he illustrates
how living myth has been reduced to seemingly fictitious stories. The meaning of
ancient myth connected to ‘mystery religion’ and living ritual may be lost. Philologist
Karoly Kerenyi explains ‘We have lost our immediate feeling for the great realities of
the spirit – and to this world all true mythology belongs’, having advised that we
should drink the water of mythology ‘fresh from the spring’ rather than seeking
‘sources’. (Jung and Kerenyi, 1951, pp.1-2) I have wondered whether the mystery
of the labyrinth has spiralled out from its ‘centre’ over time, as western
consciousness appears to have replaced spiritual knowledge with scientific,
14

‘attributing material answers to spiritual problems’ (McGilchrist, 2009, p.497), in a
type of ‘reversed’ ‘four senses hermeneutic’7? Has ancient anagogic knowledge of
the labyrinth been reduced via tropological/moral interpretation of myth through
routine use of the symbol, myth becoming allegory and later seen as literal and
fantastical? Here I reflect on my earlier hesitation to take my labyrinth path to the
core of the tree and very centre of my carving, a place of mystery.
Unable to return to the past, we can follow Kerenyi’s advice possibly creating new
myth through our modern use of the labyrinth and finding through it our own personal
connection to the Divine. ‘An art that has life does not restore works of the past, it
continues them.’ (Rodin, 1914, cited in Pennick, 1994, p.12)

This Walnut tree can no longer produce its own fruit for our brain health but it can provide
spiritual nourishment

New myth
Travelling on the London Underground, a type of labyrinth, between 11am and Noon
on Remembrance Day 11th November 2016, with thoughts on war, I completed my
reading of Hocart’s essay. The essay ends with affirmation of a ‘new’ Christian myth
of a ‘better life’ without need for ‘victory over one’s enemies’ (Hooke, 1935, p.280).
This hope, of its time, remains unfulfilled.

Perhaps older myth is still relevant

alongside the new. Lucy Wyatt presents a convincing theory that sophisticated nonconfrontational ancient civilisation preceded natural disasters which led to human
conflict for survival. She also illustrates the foundations of monotheism in ancient
Egypt, with pantheism representing ‘different aspects of the One God’, (Wyatt, 2010,
p.267) reflecting both my own ontology and the unifying view of the labyrinth.

7 Four Senses Hermeneutic – A way of interpreting sacred text on four levels (which could be equally applied to sacred
images) as illustrated by the popular Medieval verse ‘The letter teaches you the facts, allegory what you should believe,
morality how you should act and anagogy what to hope for’. The idea that scripture can be interpreted on four levels, literal,
allegorical, tropological and anagogic is explained clearly by Geoffrey Cornelius (2003, pp.277-286) and can be applied equally
to images.
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One Christian labyrinth interpretation is:
The labyrinth represents the world we live in, broad at the entrance, but
narrow at the exit, so he who is ensnared by the joys of the world and
weighed down by its vices, can regain the doctrines of life only with
difficulty. (Inscribed on the labyrinth in San Savino Piacenza) (James,
1977, p.1)

Why does this mysterious symbol appear to seek my attention?

Returning to the most

important question we can ask about a symbol, thoughts of the labyrinth unifying
religions expanded to a vision of unity of human kind.

The Labyrinth has

represented protection and preservation of life plus preparation of the soul for an
after-life.

We now approach a time when humanity may need to unite to protect life. Together

with all life forms, we possess a strong survival instinct. By seeing others as enemies we
become our own enemy.

These thoughts resonated with an earlier one:

8th September.

Having been carving slowly, little by little the wood is cracking less. Grooves are gradually
deepening. It is the journey that counts, not the destination. We will reach the destination.
Although laborious, I had been enjoying the creative journey and now related this to
the soul’s journey through life where we are generally not impatient to reach our
destination of worldly death.

A ‘realisation’8 came to me, an experience of the

symbol different from simply a thought about it. I felt ‘oneness’ with a personal
understanding of the labyrinth:

Each individual is trying to survive in his or her own way.

Each needs to find and follow his or her own soul.

My realisation united all of my earlier

findings on uses of the labyrinth giving me a new perspective on humanity, the
survival instinct becoming a simple unifying force. This answered many questions
for me, for example ‘why do people commit evil acts?’ Ontologically finding it easy to
see the soul in nature and often reminding myself to be kind to others, whose souls
are all part of nature, it can still be difficult not to judge others. My observation of
‘survival instinct’ explains ‘negative’ human behaviour in myself and others, for
example the accumulation of excess wealth arising from a need to provide for future
8

Angela Voss describes ‘realisation’ as an initiatory process thus ‘the function of a symbol is only fulfilled at the moment when
its connecting power is activated and grasped – that is, fully realised.’ (Voss, year, p.14)
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scarcity.

Although shocked by some behaviour, I have developed new human

empathy through experiencing ‘The power of revelation in tacit knowing’ as
discussed by Clark Moustakas. (1990, p.20) He explains heuristic research where
‘the investigator must have had a direct, personal encounter with the phenomenon
being investigated’ (Moustakas, 1990, p.14).

Whilst this insight enhances my

interactions with others (and hopefully theirs through a ‘ripple effect’) a more general
ecological message has also emerged that there is a need for unity amongst
humans for the survival of our species and possibly life in all its forms.

If natural

disaster has separated us in the past could serious effort to survive future disaster
unite us?

Conclusion
Seeking experiential learning before secondary research differed from my usual
combined intuitive and empirical approach. This may have been an attempt by my
logical mind to impose some structure, a method.

I enjoyed having time to

concentrate first on the creative physical work without a frenzy of searching, reading
and writing. A combination of rational empirical and creative intuitive approaches
enriched learning in a way that either alone is incapable of and my creative learning
gave deeper meaning to later empirical research.
I have found the creative process to be transformative in a way that reading alone
may not always be as explained by Anderson and Braud, (2011, p. xv) ‘in addition to
information, research can provide opportunities for transformation....-in the form of
important, meaningful, and sometimes profound changes in ones attitudes and
views’.
Reading the explicit knowledge of others helped me tap into my own tacit
knowledge.

Synthesis of explicit and tacit knowledge may provide access to a

‘collective unconscious’ explored intensively by Jung where ‘archetypes’ (symbols
universal over space and time) such as the labyrinth could give us access to
information of which we have no prior cognitive knowledge.
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As an educationalist, this project has been pedagogically enlightening and given me
more confidence in encouraging intuitive practices amongst my management
students.
Having touched the tip of the iceberg in exploring this ancient symbol, I anticipate
many layers of meaning yet to be revealed as I continue to read and to travel my
finger-labyrinth, co-created with nature and the Divine.

In the words of Geoffrey

Cornelius (2003, p.286) ‘Any particular interpretation drawn out of the symbol is still
less than the symbol, and does not exhaust its meaning.’
The difference between labyrinth and maze, mystery and puzzle, intuition and
cognition is summed up for me in Thomas Moore’s words on the soul which ‘thrives
on mystery....A problem is there to be solved; mystery is there to be initiated into, or
to be entered into fully....what art can do that reason can’t do is provide us with
images that help us contemplate these mysteries’ (Moore and Gablik, 1997, p.56)
End of Review
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Image sources
•

Figure 1 – (Google Images, 2016)

•

Figure 6 – (Pennick, 1994, p,17)

•

Figure 8 – With kind permission from Dr. Angela Voss

•

Figure 17 – (West Sweden, 2017)

•

All other images are the current writer’s own photographs
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Appendix 2 - Audience response to presentation questions:(1) What does the labyrinth mean to you?
(2) Do you have thoughts on a new labyrinth myth?

Respondent 1
(1) good metaphor for life, where one does not know where one is going but has a clear path
and a meditation tool
(2) - will keep the myth more present in thought as have seen new ways of understanding it
from your presentation

Respondent 2
(1) - clearing my mind – focussing on an issue – cleansing emotional issues through calming the
mind
(2) - a means of clarifying a journey

Respondent 3
(1) - contemplation- the mind – Sacred – Ancient – moving into unconscious and bringing back
thoughts to conscious realm – Spiritual practice – reconnection
(2) - Iain McGilchrist’s idea of left brain to right brain, and back again, and again – opening up –
movement - dynamic

Respondent 4
(1) - labyrinth is a metaphor for creativity – start something with a goal in mind (the centre) but
as you try to move towards it, you are often led away from the centre. The art is to
remember that + keep going – you will eventually arrive at the centre.
(2) - maybe the labyrinth is a pattern that the human brain can’t ‘remember’ (and the ancients
knew this) so it becomes a tool for ‘release’ release from thought (ego). You can’t memorise
it...

Respondent 5
(1) - idea of planetary rings makes this ideal for astrologers to give them a sense of the cosmos

Respondent 6
(1) - Labyrinth – a way of moving to the centre of myself in harmony with the movement of the
cosmos

Respondent 7
(1) - I love labyrinths – walk them often, write about them and from them, I am fascinated by
how making a labyrinth differs from walking one. Also, your relationship to the unicursal
symbol vs. the specific object
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(2) - The Coldplay song made me wonder about walking the labyrinth to music

Respondent 8
(1) -beginning: Reaching the centre of ourselves – finding our own centre- sometimes we have
to go backwards to go forwards- go out to go in, go to the left to go right – but ultimately we
need to trust the process. Wrote a song about the labyrinth at Kent once

Respondent 9
(1) - A journey to the centre. Going within. Finding your way. The Journey of life, of self
discovery, of deeper meaning.

Respondent 10
(1) -Focus, ritual, a never-ending journey in a timeless place. Guidance from the lines at your
side. Snail – our journey is something we carry on our backs

Respondent 11 (via email)
(1) - MEANDERING in relation to CENTERING
(2) - linking MEANDERING with DIGESTING and SIGNIFICANCE.
This is inspiring me to study physiological and metaphorical meanings of DIGESTING in the
intuitive insight which came by being in your presence at your presentation. (Funny how
PRESENCE AND PRESENTATION just came together like that :) It brought a fuller sense if
MEANDERING home to me.
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Appendix 3 – Twisted Logic song lyrics - Coldplay, 2005
Sunlight opened up my eyes
To see for the first time
It opened them up
And tonight
Rivers will run dry
And not for the first time
Rivers will run

Hundreds of years in the future
There could be computers
Looking for life on earth
Don't fight for the wrong side
Say what you feel like
Say how you feel

You'll go backwards
But then you'll go forwards again
You'll go backwards
But then you'll go

Created then drilled and invaded
If somebody made it
Someone will mess it up
And you are not wrong to
Ask, who does this belong to?
It belongs to all of us

You'll go backwards, but then you'll go forwards again
You'll go backwards, but then you'll go forwards
You'll go backwards, but then you'll go forwards again
You'll go backwards, but then you'll go forwards

(Berryman, Champion, Martin and Buckland, 2005)
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